
Discussion Question Directions: In your response to the discussion question, state your opinion clearly and use 

facts (from the reading, other areas of knowledge, experience) and clear reason to support your opinion.  

 

Ex 1: The House of Cabbage is the best restaurant ever! Everything I tried was awesome. Everyone would love 

the House of Cabbage. You’ll go crazy for the food at the House of Cabbage. 

This is all opinion without any support for the opinion. 

 

Ex 2: The House of Cabbage is an excellent restaurant. The prices are reasonable; no dinner costs more than 

five dollars. The cooks are also very creative. They’ve come up with 83 different ways to serve cabbage! With 

so many choices, you’ll probably have no problem finding one that you like. And whatever dinner you choose, 

you’ll know it will be good for you because cabbage is one of the healthiest foods you can eat. 

This is opinion explained by facts and reasons – this is what we want. 

 

Discussion Question Grading Rubric 

 

Discussion Question Response #1 

Is the opinion/response clear?  

Clear +2     Somewhat Clear +1    Not Clear +0 

Are there facts or reason given to support the response?  

Very Supported +2    Somewhat Supported +1   Not Supported +0 

Does the response show thought about this topic at a level appropriate to a college course? 

 No = -1 

 

Discussion Question Response #2 

Is the opinion/response clear?  

Clear +2     Somewhat Clear +1    Not Clear +0 

Are there facts or reason given to support the response?  

Very Supported +2    Somewhat Supported +1   Not Supported +0 

Does the response show thought about this topic at a level appropriate to a college course? 

 No = -1 

 

Original Discussion Question (one that you write yourself) 

Is the discussion question clear and easy to respond to? 

Clear +2     Somewhat Clear +1    Not Clear +0 

Is the discussion question appropriate for this section of reading? 

Very Appropriate +2    Somewhat Appropriate +1   Not Appropriate +0 

 

Original Interview or Unresolved Question 

Is the interview question clear and easy to respond to? 

Clear +2     Somewhat Clear +1    Not Clear +0 

Is the interview question appropriate for this section of reading? 

Very Appropriate +2    Somewhat Appropriate +1   Not Appropriate +0 

 

OR 

 

Is the unresolved question clear? 

Clear +2     Somewhat Clear +1    Not Clear +0 

Is the unresolved question appropriate for this section of reading? 

Very Appropriate +2    Somewhat Appropriate +1   Not Appropriate +0 

 


